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PEM Fuel Cell Start-Up/Shut-Down Losses vs Relative
Humidity: The Impact of Water in the Electrode Layer on Carbon
Corrosion
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For automotive applications, one of the main challenges for proton exchange membrane fuel cells (PEMFCs) is to increase the
lifetime of membrane electrode assemblies (MEAs), especially during transient operating conditions such as start-up/shut-down
(SUSD) cycles. During SUSD, the carbon support in the cathode layer is known to be oxidized as a consequence of hydrogen/airanode
gas fronts moving through the anode. In this work, we focus on the effect of relative humidity (RH) during SUSD events. Here
we show the significant impact on PEMFC performance by both experiments with 50 cm2 single-cell PEMFCs and by a simple
SUSD model using the RH-dependent kinetics for the carbon oxidation reaction (COR) rate. The kinetic parameters of the COR are
determined by on-line mass spectrometry, yielding a COR reaction order with respect to RH of one. Utilizing the thus determined
COR kinetics in the SUSD model predicts a ≈ 3-fold lower COR during SUSD events at 80◦C for an MEA with a conventional
high surface area carbon support when the RH is decreased from 100% to 25%. This agrees perfectly well with the experimentally
determined factor of ≈ 3.
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The U.S. Department of Energy (DoE) and the Environmental
Protection Agency (EPA) show that the driving ranges of current
(Oct. 2018) commercial fuel cell electric vehicles (FCEVs) are be-
tween 265 – 378 miles (≈ 426 – 609 km).1,2 Such driving ranges,
comparable to those achieved with conventional combustion engine
cars, in combination with short hydrogen re-fueling times of ≈ 3
minutes,3 spare the need to adapt customer habits in a transitional
market from conventional to fuel cell electric vehicles. However, the
FCEV sales figures of major OEMs are still negligibly small com-
pared to their overall vehicle sales.4 To successfully reach the com-
mercial mass production phase for proton exchange membrane fuel
cell (PEMFC) powered light duty FCEVs, the DoE has identified
six major requirement targets for 2020, comprising peak energy ef-
ficiency, power density, specific power, freeze-start capability, cost
reduction, and durability.5 While the prior four targets have already
been achieved or are close to their target values (>90%)5, the current
cost of ≈ 53 $ · kW−1 net electrical power compared to the target of
30 $ · kW−1 is still a major hurdle. A comprehensive projection of
cost reduction associated with mass-market introduction of FCEVs
was given by Gröger et al.6 and is not subject of the current work.
The second major issue is PEMFC durability. While 3930 h out of the
targeted 5000 h operation with a tolerable performance loss <10%
have already been demonstrated,7 transient operation modes such as
start-up/shut-down (SUSD) lack demonstrated robustness.

An SUSD event as described by Reiser’s “reverse-current decay
mechanism” occurs when a hydrogen/airanode gas front passes the
anode flow-field of a fuel cell.8 It is known to invoke oxidative cur-
rents on the cathode electrode, which primarily damage the cathode
catalyst carbon support. This damage due to carbon support corro-
sion is significantly lower at low temperatures and when graphitized
carbon supports are used for the cathode catalyst; in this case, the per-
formance degradation caused by SUSD events is predominantly due
to platinum surface area loss.9 Early demands for tolerance against
SUSD events were as high as 38,500 times at 80◦C over vehicle life, as
they were based simply on the average number of vehicle startups.10

Owing to the fact that damaging SUSD events (i.e., those where a
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hydrogen/airanode gas front occurs) have been decreased by main-
taining the stack under H2 for an extended time after shutdown,11,12

the 2020 DoE target has been reduced to a number of 5,000 SUSD
events.

Other than the temperature at which an SUSD event takes place,
the second major operational parameter affecting the carbon oxidation
reaction (COR) rate is the relative humidity (RH). This parameter is
directly linked to the water content of the membrane and the ionomer
in the catalyst layer of a membrane electrode assembly (MEA). Lim
et al. indirectly tested the RH dependence of the carbon corrosion rate
by performing carbon corrosion experiments at 1.4 V vs. RHE (re-
versible hydrogen electrode potential) at different temperatures while
keeping the water vapor partial pressure constant.13 Experimental
single-cell based SUSD studies by Kreitmeier et al. and Ofstad et al.
investigated the effect of the variation of RH at 80◦C, both studies
showing a positive correlation of the COR and the RH deduced from
on-line CO2 measurements.14,15 However, the PEMFC performance
decay upon subsequent SUSD cycles was not measured in these
studies. Gu et al.16,17 developed a kinetic model to semi-quantitatively
predict damage due to SUSD with which they predicted the relative
change of the COR rate for different cathode catalyst carbon support
types. Only more recently, the experimentally determined PEMFC
performance loss over extended SUSD cycles was combined with
a prediction of the COR rate at different temperatures and for
different carbon supports.9 To the best of our knowledge, no models
predicting the RH-dependence of H2/airanode front induced SUSD
events have been published so far, which is likely due to the lack of
published kinetic data on the reaction order to the COR with respect
to RH.10,17–19 While there are experimental studies published focusing
on the performance decay during SUSD cycles under various RH
conditions (e.g., Kim et al.),20 a rigorous study with unmitigated
H2/airanode gas fronts is yet outstanding.

Therefore, this study focuses on the prediction and experimental
determination of the SUSD damage induced by extended H2/airanode

gas fronts passing through 50 cm2 single-cell PEMFCs as a function
of RH. In order to determine the COR reaction order with respect to
RH (or water partial pressure), the COR rate at 80◦C vs. potential
and RH was quantified by on-line mass spectrometry. For all experi-
ments, commercial catalyst coated membranes (CCMs) with catalyst
supported on high surface area carbon were used and their material
specific properties were utilized in the SUSD model in order to predict
the COR rates during SUSD events.
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Experimental

Hardware, set-up and materials.—For SUSD experiments, the
materials and devices used were the same as in our previous
publication.9 In short, single-cell PEMFC experiments were carried
out on a customized G60 test station (Greenlight Innovation Corp.)
using a 50 cm2 cell hardware with quadruple-serpentine flow-fields
(Fuel Cell Technologies, Inc.). Commercial CCMs (Primea Mesga
A510.1/M715.18/C580.4, W. L. Gore GmbH) with catalysts based
on a high surface area carbon support and applied at loadings of
0.1/0.4 mgPt · cm−2 (anode/cathode) were sandwiched in between two
SIGRACET 25BC (SGL Carbon GmbH) gas diffusion layers (GDLs).
Proper compression and sealing were assured via nearly incompress-
ible PTFE coated glassfiber gaskets (Fiberflon GmbH) chosen at the
appropriate thickness to result in a ca. 20% compression of the GDLs,
corresponding to ≈ 1.5 MPa compression pressure on the flow-field
lands.21 Sharp H2/airanode gas fronts with a residence time of 1.3 s were
generated utilizing an additional anode humidifier and an appropriate
valve switching mechanism as described before.9

COR experiments were carried out using the same materials, but
in order to avoid in-plane diffusion of CO2 from the ambient through
the PTFE coated fiberglass gaskets toward the active cell area, which
would lead to erroneous gas analysis, virgin PTFE gaskets were used
instead. The exhaust gas was analyzed on-line with a Cirrus 3-XD
mass spectrometer system (MKS Instruments Deutschland GmbH),
equipped with Thoria filaments in an enclosed ion source, using an off-
axis secondary electron multiplier. The gas was sampled via a stainless
steel capillary heated to 150◦C, allowing for a gas flow equivalent of
≈ 6 nccm at ambient inlet pressure toward the recipient (controlled
at ≈ 10 mbar via a dynamic bypass). An orifice array of five 15 μm
holes separated the ion source (≈ 5 · 10−3 mbar) from the recipient
and the pressure in the analyzer was maintained at ≈ 10−5 mbar by
a turbomolecular pump. The capillary was mounted into the center
of the PEMFC gas exhaust via a Swagelok T-connection, while the
piping between the fuel cell hardware and the capillary was kept at a
minimum length and heated externally to ≈ 120◦C via a heating rope
(Horst GmbH) in order to avoid condensation of water.

MEA conditioning.—All MEAs used in this study were condi-
tioned before conducting either SUSD or COR experiments via a
sequence of potentiostatic steps under H2 (1400 nccm on the anode)
and air (3300 nccm on the cathode); note that normal cubic centime-
ters per minute (nccm) are referenced to T0 = 273.15 K and p0 =
101.3 kPa. Hereby, temperature and pressure were controlled at 60◦C
and 50 kPagauge,inlet, respectively, with the reactants humidified at 60◦C
dew point (i.e., at RH = 1.0 whereby RH is defined throughout this
work as fraction rather than as percentage). Eight subsequent cycles
of the following steps were performed: i) 0.60 V for 45 min, ii) 0.95 V
for 5 min, and iii) 0.85 V for 10 min.

SUSD experiments.—Polarization curves were taken directly after
MEA conditioning and after every set of 10 SUSD cycles in order to
monitor voltage losses at reference conditions of 80◦C, inlet pressure
of 70 kPagauge,inlet (both anode and cathode), inlet relative humidities
of RH = 0.66, and stoichiometries of 1.5H2/1.8air. Below 0.2 A · cm−2,
gas flows were kept constant at the stoichiometric flow correspond-
ing to 0.2 A · cm−2. Prior to each polarization curve, a potentiostatic
recovery step with the electric load controlled at 0.60 V (at above
described conditions) was applied for 2 min. Subsequently, the polar-
ization curve was recorded in current-control mode (i.e., galvanostat-
ically) from low to high current densities, whereby each current step
was held for 6 min of which the last 10 s were averaged for each data
point. The thus obtained polarization curves were used to determine
time-normalized degradation rates (i.e., normalized to the residence
time of the H2/airanode gas front during SUSD cycles), as described
previously.9

SUSD cycling was done for RH values between 0.25 – 1.20 at 80◦C
cell temperature, whereby the inlet dry gas partial pressure (on both
anode and cathode) was kept constant at ≈ 101 kPaabs, resulting in total

Table I. Sequence used to purge the gas and humidification system
between signal calibration and COR experiments. Note that the test
bench was equipped with parallel mass-flow controllers (8000, 800,
80 nccm of Ar).

Step 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

Dwell time [min] 1 5 5 1 1 1 1 1 1 2
Ar flow [nccm] 80 600 4000 800 80 4000 800 80 4000 600

inlet pressures in the range of 12 – 47 kPagauge,inlet (no further correction
for actual absolute ambient pressure was applied). At constant dry gas
pressure and applied gas flow rates of 113 nccm (H2 or air on the anode
and air on the cathode), the H2/airanode gas front residence time was
≈ 1.3 s in all experiments (cf., Equation 20 in our previous
publication),9 and the dwell time in between gas fronts was 120 s
in all cases. Note that one SUSD cycle in this work refers to the
combination of one shut-down and one start-up event.

Quantification of the COR rate via mass spectrometry.—All ion
currents recorded were normalized to the m/z = 36 signal corre-
sponding to the natural 36Ar isotope in the argon (Ar) carrier gas (5.0
grade, Westfalen AG) in order to minimize potential atmospheric dis-
turbances (e.g., pressure fluctuation resulting from the backpressure
valve of the test station). Prior to each carbon corrosion experiment,
the m/z = 44 signal of the mass spectrometer (corresponding to CO2)
was calibrated with the pre-conditioned fuel cell attached and at the
conditions of interest (i.e., RH chosen between 0.20 – 1.00 and total
pressure adjusted such as to yield a dry gas pressure of ≈ 101 kPaabs).
The calibration gas (1000 ppm CO2 in Ar 5.0, Westfalen AG) was
mixed with Ar carrier gas via the mass flow controllers of the fuel cell
test station at different ratios (0%, 25%, 50%, 75%, 100%) and at a
total flow rate of ≈ 80 nccm. During calibration, the anode flow-field
(serving as counter and reference electrode) was kept under a constant
flow of 200 nccm of 5% H2 in N2 and the cell was left at its open circuit
voltage. After the calibration, remnants of CO2 were removed from
the test station’s gas and the humidification system by purging with
Ar for ca. 20 min (details see Table I). Subsequently, the Ar flow was
set to 80 nccm and the whole experimental set-up was equilibrated
for ≥1 h, before a potential of 0.50 VRHE was applied to the cathode
flow-field (working electrode) via a potentiostat (Gamry Instruments)
for 15 min. Note that the applied potential was corrected for 101 kPa
H2 partial pressure using the Nernst equation, so that 0 VRHE refer to
the potential which would be measured under pure H2. Subsequently,
the working electrode potential was increased in steps of 0.05 V every
30 s until 1.50 VRHE, while recording the 36Ar normalized CO2 sig-
nal continuously. The data were analyzed by applying the previously
obtained linear calibration curve to the measured 36Ar normalized ion
current.

Kinetic H2/Airanode SUSD model description.—In a previous pub-
lication, our group utilized a quasi-steady-state one-dimensional ki-
netic model originally developed by Gu et al.17 to predict carbon
corrosion currents during SUSD events for CCMs with graphitized
or with non-graphitized carbon supports.9 That study focused on the
temperature dependence of the SUSD induced carbon corrosion cur-
rent and the resulting fuel cell performance loss, whereby the relative
humidity was kept at RH ≥ 1.0.9 In the present study, the RH at which
the H2/airanode gas fronts are purged through the single-cell PEMFC
is varied between RH = 1.00 (fully humidified) and 0.25 while keep-
ing a constant temperature of 80◦C. In order to adapt our previously
described SUSD model9 to different RH values, it has to be extended
for the carbon oxidation reaction order with respect to reactant water
activity (γCOR).

Since the carbon support surface in the catalyst layer is generally
assumed to be covered by ionomer, the COR is expected to occur at the
carbon/ionomer interface, i.e., the water required for the COR should
be supplied from the ionomer phase rather than from the gas phase.
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Consequently, the activity of water at the reaction interface should
correspond to the water activity within the ionomer aH2O,Ionomer (here
assumed to be isotropic due to the low current densities during SUSD).
While the water uptake of μm-sized ionomeric membranes such as
Nafion is well known, it was shown that nm-thin ionomer films exhibit
significantly different water uptake characteristics (unfortunately, the
actual trends are unclear, as in some studies the water uptake for
thin films is increased,22 while in others it is reduced).23 Taking into
account the imperfect ionomer surface in such thin films, a study
conducted by Nissan (Iden et al.)24 determined the RH-dependence of
the water uptake of the ionomer in pseudo-catalyst layers comprising
of Ketjenblack and ionomer at various ionomer to carbon ratios (cf.,
their Figure 11a). As a result, they found a very linear correlation
between uptake and RH (a linear fit results in R2 ≈ 0.96 for 0.2 ≤ RH
≤ 0.95), whereby the water uptake of the ionomer in their pseudo-
catalyst layers always remained below that of μm-sized ionomer films.
These results presented by Iden et al. on pseudo-catalyst layers show
good agreement with the work conducted by Kusoglu et al.,23 where
the water uptake in thin ionomer layers (156 nm - 11 nm) supported on
a planar substrate was measured using a quartz crystal microbalance:
with lower thickness, the trend of water uptake vs. RH transformed
from that resembling a bulk ionomeric membrane toward a linear
behavior (cf., Figure 5b in Kusoglu et al.).23

Based on these data, a linear trend of the water uptake vs. RH
implies that the activity of water in the ionomer phase aH2O,Ionomer at a
constant temperature should be proportional to RH, i.e., aH2O,Ionomer ∝
RH. Therefore, in the following, the COR rate will be considered to be
directly dependent on RH, so that the exchange current density of the
COR at any RH (i0,COR) can be expressed by multiplying the exchange
current density at RH = 1 (i00,COR) with a reaction order γCOR written
in terms of RH:

i0,COR = i00,COR · RHγCOR [1]

Clearly, when considering values of RH ≤ 1 only (i.e., gas phase
water), which is done in this study, Equation 1 could as well be ex-
pressed as a function of water vapor pressure, as was suggested by
Gallagher and Fuller.25 For the present study, a further Arrhenius cor-
rection to i00,COR was not necessary, as all experiments were carried
out at the temperature of 80◦C, to which i00,COR is referred.9,17 In the
fuel cell literature, some hints about the magnitude of γCOR can be
found,13,14,26 even though these experiments do not explicitly quan-
tify the COR kinetics and specifically γCOR under controlled reaction

conditions. It should be pointed out that studies of the COR in con-
centrated phosphoric acid (A. J. Appleby)27 and half-cell PEMFCs
(Maass et al.)28 point toward a reaction order for the COR of unity
with respect to water vapor pressure, as already summarized by Gal-
lagher and Fuller.25 However, first Appleby’s study in concentrated
phosphoric acid shows that γCOR can be different for different con-
centration ranges of phosphoric acid, which renders it necessary to
explicitly demonstrate γCOR in the relevant low-temperature PEMFC
environment. Second, Maass’ study does evaluate the impact of water
vapor pressure on COR in PEMFC half-cell experiments purely from
an electrochemical standpoint, so that a direct detection of CO2 as the
most prominent reaction product, e.g., via mass spectrometry is yet
missing in an experimental work. Thus, we examined four different
scenarios with γCOR = 0, 0.5, 1, or 2 for our SUSD model.

The model comprises the following steps: First, the internal total
current flowing through the fuel cell during an SUSD event ISUSD,
the corresponding cell voltage, and the associated local half-cell po-
tentials were calculated. From these, the fractions of ISUSD consumed
by the oxygen evolution icathode

OER and the carbon oxidation reaction
icathode
COR occurring on the cathode electrode were determined, yielding
χCOR:

χCOR = icathode
COR

icathode
COR + icathode

OER

[2]

All further equations used in the model of this study are identical
with those given in our previous publication;9 the required physical-
chemical parameters are those from Tables I and II specified for “con-
ventional C MEAs” in Reference 9, unless stated otherwise (note that
in Table II of Reference 9, i00 for the COR was mistakenly given in
units of A · cm−2

Pt rather than in A · cm−2
C and that αC should have been

labelled αA).
Figure 1 shows the projected COR current densities during SUSD

for the materials used in the SUSD experiments. The calculations are
based on assumed values of γCOR = 0, 1 and 2 (γCOR = 0.5 not shown)
as a function of the relative H2/airanode front position (H2/airanode = 0
means the entire anode flow-field is under air, H2/airanode = 1 means
the entire anode flow-field is under H2) and as a function of relative
humidity. In accordance with Equation 1, the COR current densities
at RH = 1 shown in Figures 1a), 1b) and 1c) are identical; at lower
RH values, the COR rates decrease the more, the higher the reaction
order γCOR with respect to RH (or water activity). That a decrease of
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Figure 1. Upper panel: Calculated carbon oxidation reaction (COR) current densities averaged over the cathode active area for SUSD events at relative humidities
from 0.25–1.00 (see legend in lower panels) versus relative H2/airanode front position (τ = 0 means that the entire anode flow-field is filled with air; τ = 1 means
that the entire anode flow-field is filled with H2), assuming a COR reaction order with respect to RH (see Equation 1) of a) χCOR = 0, b) χCOR = 1, and c) χCOR =
2. Lower panel: Fractions of the SUSD current consumed by the COR (χCOR; see Equation 2) for each assumed COR reaction order. All other physical-chemical
parameters are those from Tables I and II specified for “conventional C MEAs” in Reference 9 (see annotations in text above).
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the RH value from 1.00 to 0.25 does not directly lead to a change of
the COR current as suggested by Equation 1 (viz., by 0.250, 0.251,
and 0.252 for γCOR = 0, 1, and 2, respectively), is due to i) the RH-
dependence of the reversible potential of the various reactions, and
ii) the increasing proton conduction resistance of the membrane and
the ionomer in the electrode with decreasing RH. The lower panels in
Figure 1 clearly show that in all of the here investigated cases the vast
majority of ISUSD is contributed by the COR (i.e., χCOR ≈ 1); even
if at an assumed reaction order of γCOR = 2 and at RH = 0.25, the
χCOR ≈ 0.95 (substantially lower values of χCOR are typically only
obtained for graphitized carbon supports, where a larger fraction of
ISUSD is carried by the oxygen evolution reaction).9 For the following
comparison of experimental SUSD data and the calculated COR cur-
rent densities depicted in Figure 1, an averaged value over the relative
gas front position τ is reported, obtained by integrating the curves
shown in Figure 1 (indicated by the area below each curve; for further
explanations, see Reference 9).

Experimental Results and Discussion

Impact of electrode properties on SUSD degradation.—One of
the simplifying assumptions in the employed SUSD model is ne-
glecting any influences from capacitive currents during SUSD. While
electrode capacitance in general cannot be neglected during SUSD
with very short H2/airanode gas front residence times,16 the latter was
kept constant at 1.3 s in the present study (approximately an order
of magnitude higher than under automotive conditions).29 The subse-
quent paragraphs show that neglecting capacitive effects for such long
residence times is justified, by proving that the time constant corre-
lated with charging/discharging the cathode electrode capacitance is
negligibly small compared to the H2/airanode gas front residence time.

The time constant tRC of charging/discharging the cathode elec-
trode capacitively is given by

tRC = HFR · Ccathode [3]

where HFR denotes the high frequency resistance of the cell at the
relevant conditions and Ccathode is the cathode electrode capacitance.
First, Ccathode can be estimated from a cyclic voltammogram recorded
at the relevant SUSD conditions (see Figure 2). In order to receive
the (geometric) electrode capacitance, the recorded currents were cor-
rected for the oxidation of crossover hydrogen, which was determined
by extrapolating linear sweep voltammetry responses recorded be-
tween 0.25 – 0.50 VRHE to 0 VRHE and divided by the applied po-
tential scan rate (20 mV · s−1). From Figure 2 it is obvious that both
(hydr-)oxide formation and reduction region of the carbon supported
Pt voltammogram are shifted toward more positive potentials for low
RH (RH = 0.25), compared to the values observed at full humidifica-
tion (RH = 1.00) while the hydrogen region at potentials E <0.3 VRHE

is rather unaffected. This reproduces consistently what already was
reported before.30 The cathode potential is shifted from values close
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Figure 2. Cyclic voltammogram of a Gore Primea Mesga A510.1/
M715.18/C580.4 MEA recorded at 20 mV · s−1, 80◦C, 200 nccm H2/50 nccm
N2, pdry gas = 101 kPainlet,abs, H2 crossover corrected (determined by extrapo-
lation of linear sweep voltammogram recorded at 1 mV · s−1 between 0.25 –
0.50 VRHE to 0.00 VRHE).

to ≈1.0 VRHE to values around ≈ 1.6 VRHE during an SUSD event,
thus the electrode capacitance in this potential region needs to be con-
sidered. However, it is experimentally difficult to assess the electrode
capacitance without i) recording faradaic offset currents stemming
from carbon oxidation and oxygen evolution reaction, and ii) corrod-
ing the electrode under study to an undesirable amount. Thus, one can,
at best, assume Ccathode to stay constant at potentials ≥1.0 VRHE.16 At
1.0 VRHE, Ccathode is approximately the same for high and low RH, at a
value of ≈ 0.25 F · cm−2, which will further be used for the estimation
of the time constant for the CCMs used in this study.

Second, the HFR (high frequency resistance) of the employed
PEMFC MEA and hardware needs to be assessed. Figure 3 shows
a comparison of the values obtained with the utilized model
parameters,9 and experimentally recorded values.

HFR = 18 μm

σ · RHγmembrane
+ 0.02 � · cm2 [4]

Equation 4 represents a previously used analytical expression for
the HFR as a function of RH at constant membrane thickness (tmem)
of 18 μm and an electrical contact resistance of the utilized flow-
fields and gas diffusion layers of 0.02 � · cm.29 While the original
model by Gu et al. reports values of 88.1 mS · cm−1 for σ (membrane
proton conductivity) 1.84 for γmembrane (effective reaction order), the
values obtained here from fitting our experimental data are σ = 108
mS · cm−1 and γmembrane = 1.98. As is shown in Figure 3, both our
fitting parameters and those by Gu et al. provide an equally good fit
(see solid vs. dashed lines, respectively) with the experimental data
(symbols). With the measured HFR values and the above estimated
value of Ccathode ≈ 0.25 F · cm−2, the resulting tRC values range from
≈ 0.01 – 0.10 s (see Equation 3). Considering that after a period of
3 · tRC, the capacitive current of an R-C circuit has decayed by ≈95%,
one can neglect capacitive contributions at time scales >0.03 – 0.30
s, depending on RH. With the 1.3 s residence time applied in the
present study, this is fulfilled in all cases, while furthermore being
short enough to avoid depletion of the reactants in the anode flow-
field, which was reported to occur at H2/airanode residence times >3
s.10 It is noteworthy that tRC is also negligibly small compared to the
timescale used in the potentiostatic COR experiments performed in
this study, rendering the fit of recorded mass spectrometric currents
over a time scale of 30 s suitable without further corrections (see
section about COR experiments below).

Performance decay during SUSD cycles.—Figure 4 shows H2/air
(s = 1.5/1.8) polarization curves at 80◦C / RH = 0.66 and an inlet
pressure of 170 kPaabs before and after 60 SUSD cycles which were
conducted on 50 cm2 MEAs at various RH values at the same tem-
perature. All measured polarization curves before SUSD cycling at
various RH conditions are summarized in a single averaged curve (as-
terisks), with the error bars indicating their standard deviation, while
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of 20 m� · cm;2 (- - -) calculation based on Equation 4 and the σ and γmembrane
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axis intercept of Nyquist plots, typically at 6 – 15 kHz for RH = 1.00 – 0.20.
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Figure 4. Polarization curves recorded before (asterisks) and after 60 SUSD
cycles at the indicated RH (colors/lines defined in the figure), whereby “wet”
denotes overhumidified gas at the inlet (with a nominal RH of 1.20). H2/air
polarization curve conditions: Tcell = 80◦C, RH = 0.66, pcell = 170 kPainlet,abs,
stoichiometry = 1.5H2/1.8air. SUSD conditions: Tcell = 80◦C, various RH,
pdry gases = 101 kPainlet,abs, H2 and airanode flow rates through the anode flow-
field as well as air flow rates through the cathode flow-field were all kept
at 113 nccm, corresponding to a constant H2/airanode front residence time of
≈1.3 s in all cases (note that pcell in this case increases with increasing RH).

the curves after 60 SUSD cycles at the indicated RH during SUSD
cycling are shown individually. All polarization curves recorded after
60 SUSD cycles show lower cell voltages at a given current density
compared to the initial performance. Clearly, this loss of cell volt-
age at a given current is more severe the higher the RH under which
SUSD cycling was carried out. Although this also holds true for high
RH values (≥0.80; dark red, red, and orange lines), the observed dif-
ferences are rather small. As would be expected for cathode carbon
support induced performance losses, the loss of cell voltage is more
severe at high current densities than at low ones.31 For example, at
RH = 1.00 during SUSD, the cell voltage loss amounts to ≈ 50 mV
at 200 mA · cm−2 versus ≈ 120 mV at 800 mA · cm−2.

The diagnostic polarization curves recorded after every set of 10
SUSD cycles on each MEA were evaluated to obtain H2/airanode front
residence time normalized degradation rates in the same way as de-
scribed in our previous publication:9 as the voltage decays rather
linearly with the number of SUSD cycles over the first 50 mV per-
formance loss at any current density, the number of SUSD cycles at a
given current density (200, 800, 1200 and 1500 mA · cm−2) was de-
termined for a 50 mV performance loss, which then was normalized
by the H2/airanode gas front residence time of 1.3 s, yielding a specific
SUSD degradation rate in units of mV · cycle−1 · s−1 for each current
density.

Figure 5 displays the model predicted COR current densities as
function of RH according to the utilized SUSD model, assuming vari-
ous COR reaction orders γCOR with respect to RH (lines in Figure 5a).
Furthermore, it shows the H2/airanode front residence time normalized
degradation rates determined from Figure 4 according to the above
described procedure over the course of repeated SUSD cycles (sym-
bols in Figure 5b; note that the data at RH = 1,00 are identical with
those shown at 80◦C in Figure 7 of our previous publication).9 Clearly,
the experimental SUSD induced degradation rate is a strong function
of RH. Independent of the current density of the H2/air polarization
curves, the SUSD degradation rate increases ≈ 3-fold as the RH in-
creases from RH = 0.25 to RH = 1.00. At high current densities, the
degradation rate does not increase further upon overhumidifying the
inlet gases during SUSD, indicating that the carbon corrosion leading
to performance loss primarily at high current densities is not further
promoted in the presence of liquid water compared to RH = 1.00.
Kreitmeier et al.14 reported an increase of the carbon loss rate during
SUSD by a factor of 2 when increasing RH from 0.40 to 1.00, which
is quite consistent with the corresponding factor of SUSD degrada-
tion rates determined here in the same relative humidity range (see
Figure 5b), demonstrating the linear relationship between carbon cor-
rosion and SUSD performance loss (at least over the first 50 mV of
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Figure 5. a) RH dependence of the model predicted COR current density for
several assumed COR reaction orders with respect to RH (γCOR) and b) exper-
imentally determined SUSD induced degradation rates for SUSDs conducted
at different RH (“wet” denotes over-humidified inlet gases at nominally RH =
1.20), evaluated over the initial 50 mV performance loss at each current density
and normalized to the H2/airanode front residence time based on the data in Fig-
ure 4 (dashed lines are guide-to-the-eye). H2/air polarization curve conditions:
Tcell = 80◦C, RH = 0.66, pcell = 170 kPainlet,abs, stoichiometry = 1.5H2/1.8air.
SUSD conditions: Tcell = 80◦C, various RH, pdry gases = 101 kPainlet,abs, H2
and airanode flow rates through the anode flow-field as well as air flow rates
through the cathode flow-field were all kept at 113 nccm, corresponding to a
constant H2/airanode front residence time of ≈ 1.3 s in all cases (note that pcell
in this case increases with increasing RH).

performance loss). Therefore, it can be stated that in a real automotive
system, the performance loss produced by a H2/airanode front during
start-up/shut-down is substantially lower when it occurs at low relative
humidity.

Predicted COR current densities during SUSD conducted at RH =
0.25 compared to RH = 1.00 decrease by a factor of 3.1/3.5/4.0/5.4
for an assumed COR reaction order of γCOR = 0/0.5/1/2. It should
be noted that the strong decrease in the predicted COR rates with
decreasing RH (see Figure 5a) is mostly due to the rapidly increasing
HFR with decreasing RH (see Figure 3). With the exception of γCOR =
2, the trends of the experimental SUSD degradation rates and of
the projected COR current densities versus RH are in reasonably
good agreement. Keeping in mind that the model relies on several
assumptions and simplifications, a distinct assignment of γCOR by
comparing the model data with experimental SUSD degradation rates
is not feasible, as the relative differences are small (<30%). Thus,
γCOR must be determined independently, which will be presented in
the following section.

COR reaction order with respect to RH.—To experimentally de-
termine γCOR, half-cell experiments were carried out, where the anode
flow-field was kept under constant hydrogen flow (5% H2 in N2), while
a pure argon gas flow was applied to the cathode flow-field. The po-
tential between the two flow-field plates was varied by means of a
potentiostat from 0.50 VRHE to 1.50 VRHE in 30 s steps of 50 mV each,
as is shown in Figure 6 (note that the RHE scale is referenced here to
a H2 partial pressure of 101 kPa, i.e., the applied potential is corrected
for the difference in H2 partial pressure using the Nernst equation). It
should be noted that conventional carbon supports as used here exhibit
a distinct dependence of the COR current (iCOR) at any given potential
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Figure 6. CO2 concentrations on a dry gas base at the cathode flow-field
exhaust (lower panel) upon increasing the potential (referenced to RHE at
101 kPa H2 partial pressure) of the working electrode (electrode serving as
cathode during normal fuel cell operation; upper panel) at 80◦C and different
RH values (specified in the figure legend). The CO2 data are determined from
the m/z = 44 mass spectrometer signal normalized to the m/z = 36 signal
of the 36Ar isotope in the Ar carrier gas. The CO2 concentration data point
density is reduced by 50% for better visibility (only every 2nd data point
shown here, while all recorded data points were used for further calculations).
Conditions: 80◦C, pdry = 101 kPainlet,abs, 200 nccm 5% H2 in N2 flowing
through the anode flow-field (serving as reference/counter electrode) and 80
nccm Ar flowing through the cathode flow-field (serving as working electrode).

with the already occurred fraction of lost carbon mass (wloss):19

iCOR ∝ (1 − wloss)
b [5]

where the exponent b is a positive number. Two observations are
apparent from Figure 6. First, the strong increase of the measured
CO2 concentration in the PEMFC exhaust gas with increasing RH
(almost an order of magnitude from RH = 0.20 to 1.00). And second,
the time-dependent decay of the CO2 concentration at each individual
potential step, consistent with the behavior described by Equation 5.
In the following paragraphs, the quantitative correlation between iCOR,
E, RH, and wloss will be examined.

From Figure 6, it is possible to convert the CO2 concentration
values into a COR rate im

COR in units of CO2 current per gram of
carbon support (i.e., in A · g−1

C , assuming 4 electrons per evolved
molecule CO2) via

im
COR = cCO2 · V̇Ar + V̇CO2

V0,mol
· 4 · F

lC · Aactive
≈ cCO2 · V̇Ar

V0,mol
· 4 · F

lC · Aactive
[6]

Here V̇Ar and V̇CO2 are the norm-volume flow rates (in norm cm3 per
second) of Ar and CO2, respectively, V0,mol is the norm-volume of
an ideal gas (22.4 · 103 cm3 · mol−1), lC is the cathode carbon load-
ing (0.4·10−3 gC · cm−2), Aactive is the geometric MEA active area
(50 cm2), and F is the Faraday constant (96,485 A · s · mol−1). The
COR kinetics utilized in the SUSD model described above follow a
Tafel-type equation,17 extended by a term accounting for the variation
of i0,COR with RH (cf., Equation 1):

im
COR = i00,COR · RHγCOR · AC · (1 − wloss)

b · exp

[(
E − Erev

COR

) · α · F

R · T

]

[7]
Here, i00,COR is the exchange current density (in A · m−2

C ) at reference
conditions (80◦C, RH = 1.00), AC = 800 m2

C · g−1
C is the specific
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Figure 7. Accumulated carbon loss wloss as calculated from the data given in
Figure 6 using Equation 8.

surface area of the carbon used as cathode support, Erev
COR is the re-

versible potential of the COR at each given condition (cf., our previous
publication),9 R is the universal gas constant (8.314 J · mol−1 · K−1),
and T = 353.15 K is the temperature at which experiments were con-
ducted. By fitting Equation 7 to the independent variables RH, wloss

and E, it is possible to obtain the kinetic parameters i00,COR, γCOR,
b, and α. While E and RH are deliberately controlled quantities in
the experiments and are therefore known, wloss can be obtained by
integrating im

COR over the time of the experiment (i.e., up to tfinal =
25 min for each experimental data set):

wloss (t) =
t∫

t′=0

dt′
im
COR · MC

4 · F
≈

jmax∑
j=0

cCO2(j) · V̇Ar

V0,mol
· MC

lC · Aactive
· �tj

[8]
Here, MC is the molar mass of carbon (12 g · mol−1), and the integral
was approximated via a sum of finite contributions: each data point j
recorded with the mass spectrometer was considered with its measured
concentration cCO2(j) and its period �tj (between 2 – 3 s per point, up
to the last recorded data point jmax). The resulting trend of wloss can
be seen in Figure 7.

The SUSD model described above shows that the cathode poten-
tials E during SUSD events cover a comparably narrow range, viz.,
from ≈ 1.3 – 1.5 VRHE (not shown). However, in order to obtain a
reasonable fit of α and i00,COR, it is necessary to use iCOR data spanning
as many orders of magnitude as possible, i.e., a range of E as wide
as possible. Therefore, for our kinetic study we utilize a potential
window from 1.1 VRHE (with our lowest measured value of im

COR ≈
0.08 A · g−1

C at RH = 0.20) to 1.5 VRHE (with our highest measured
value of im

COR ≈ 23 A · g−1
C at RH = 1.00), covering more than two

orders of magnitude of im
COR while spanning the potential range repre-

sentative for conditions during SUSD. Fitting the data obtained from
Figure 6, Equation 6, and Figure 7 simultaneously to Equation 7 in
the range 1.1 VRHE ≤ E ≤ 1.5 VRHE by a least-squares regression
yields the kinetic parameters summarized in the right-most column
of Table II; for comparison, the kinetic parameters published by Gu
et al.17 which were used for Figure 1 and Figure 5a are also listed in
Table II.

Quite surprisingly, i00 for the here conducted measurements is more
than five orders of magnitude higher compared to the value published
by Gu et al.,17 which was used for the above described SUSD model
(see Table II). For the COR in general, i00 carries a large uncertainty, as
the typical lower limit for quantifying im

COR ranges between 10−1 A·g−1
C
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Table II. Kinetic parameters of Equation 7 used for the SUSD model described above (Gu et al.)17 and parameter set obtained by evaluating the
COR data measured in this study, both referenced to 80◦C. The errors given refer to the standard errors of the least-squares regression.

parameter description Gu et al. this study

i00,COR exchange current density [A · cm−2
C ] 1.03 · 10−18 2.8 ± 0.5 · 10−13

γCOR reaction order with respect to RH not reported. 1.06 ± 0.02
α anodic charge transfer coefficient 0.67 0.362 ± 0.005
b exponent accounting for wloss 10.4 6.2 ± 0.7

assumption for SUSD model:
average wloss term in Eq. 7 for wloss,max = 10%:
(1 − wloss)b ≈ 1

wloss,max
· ∫ wloss,max

0 dwloss(1 − wloss)b 0.61 0.74

(this study) to 10−3 A ·g−1
C (e.g., Yu et al.),10,19,32 while the value of i00

is ≈ 10 (our study) to ≈ 15 (Gu et al.)17 orders of magnitude lower.
Because of this, extrapolation of experimental data needs to be done
over many orders of magnitude in order to obtain a value for i00, so
that the resulting i00 value strongly depends on the value of α (i.e., on
the Tafel slope TS ≡ 2.303·R·T·α−1·F−1). In our study, α is ≈ 45%
lower (α = 0.362 or TS = 194 mV at 80◦C) than the value presented
by Gu et al. (α = 0.67 or TS = 105 mV at 80◦C)17 and ≈ 30% lower
than the value reported by Mathias et al. (α = 0.477 or TS = 150 mV
at 80◦C).33 Despite this large variation in i00 values and Tafel slopes,
the resulting projected COR currents in the SUSD relevant potential
range of 1.3 – 1.5 VRHE are within a factor of ≈ 3, as is illustrated in
Figure 8c for the two kinetic data sets listed in Table II.

It should be pointed out that low α values (corresponding to high
Tafel slopes) are often ascribed to unassigned non-kinetic losses in
the fuel cell literature. One potential reason for such losses could be
insufficient reactant supply. Table III summarizes the absolute values
of the measured molar CO2 evolution rate at 1.5 VRHE (ṅ1.5 VRHE

CO2
) and

of the experimentally set water vapor feed flux for each RH setting,
which demonstrates the high water stoichiometry of ≥13 based on
the assumption that two H2O are required for the formation of one
CO2 (i.e., C + 2 H2O → CO2 + 4 H+ + 4 e−), so that the water
vapor concentration across the entire MEA area can be considered
reasonably constant. Therefore, a lacking supply of H2O to drive the
COR cannot be the explanation for a lower α in the present study
compared to previous literature.10,17,33 It should be noted that H2O
transport losses due to diffusion through the ionomer are unlikely,

Table III. Adjusted molar water vapor feed at an Ar flow rate of
80 nccm, compared with the observed molar COR rate (ṅ1.5 VRHE

COR )
measured at 1.5 VRHE and 80◦C.

H2O feed ṅ1.5 VRHE
CO2

RH [mol · cm−2 · s−1] [mol · cm−2 · s−1]

1.00 5.7 · 10−7 2.1 · 10−8

0.80 4.6 · 10−7 1.7 · 10−8

0.60 3.4 · 10−7 1.3 · 10−8

0.40 2.3 · 10−7 8.0 · 10−9

0.20 1.1 · 10−7 3.7 · 10−9

due to the low current densities during COR experiments (in all cases
≤0.1 A/cm2). Another difference to be considered is that the parameter
b describing the decay of the COR rate with the loss of carbon is
lower by ≈ 40% in our study compared to that by Gu et al.,17 whereby
the time scales and potential ranges in the cited literature studies are
obviously different from our experiments (measurements over minutes
to hours between 1.1 – 1.3 VRHE for the data set by Gu et al.,17 in
Table II (measured by Yu et al.)10 versus seconds to minutes between
1.2 – 1.5 VRHE in our study). For the smaller b parameter in our study,
it should be noted that the range of wloss covered in previous studies
by GM17,19 was 10% carbon, while in our study, it was only 1% (at
RH = 0.20) to 5% (at RH = 1.00). The more narrow potential range
and/or experimental errors at the low CO2 formation rates at 1.1 V
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Figure 8. a) COR rate at 80◦C and various RH (marked by the different symbols) calculated from Equation 7 using the kinetic parameters determined in this
study (right-hand column of Table II) versus the experimentally determined COR rate at the same conditions (measured via CO2 evolution rates determined by
mass spectrometry of Ar purged exhaust gas). b) Accumulated carbon loss at RH = 1.00 re-plotted from Figure 7. c) Experimentally determined COR rate at 80◦C
and RH = 1.00 (squares) and calculated COR rate at RH = 1.00 based on Equation 7, the kinetic data presented in this study (red line) or published by Gu et al.17

(gray line) and using the topmost data point of panel b) at each potential.
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Figure 9. a) Re-calculation of the SUSD model predictions from Figure 1b with the COR kinetics measured in this study. Upper panel: Calculated carbon oxidation
reaction (COR) current densities averaged over the cathode active area for SUSD events at relative humidities from 0.25–1.00 (see legend in lower panels) versus
relative H2/airanode front position (τ = 0 means that the entire anode flow-field is filled with H2), utilizing a COR reaction order with respect to RH (see Equation
1) of χCOR = 1. Lower panel: Fractions of the SUSD current consumed by the COR (χCOR; see Equation 2). Kinetic COR parameters as determined in this study
(see Table II). b) RH dependence of the model predicted COR current density (right y-axis) for the COR kinetics determined in this study (full line) and from
Gu et al.17 (dash-dotted line, identical to Figure 5a for γCOR = 1, but divided by 3) as well as the experimentally determined SUSD induced degradation rates at
1500 mA · cm−2 for SUSDs conducted at different RH (triangles, identical to Figure 5b).

(see above) may be the cause for the large differences in α and TS
values.

The im
COR values shown in Figure 8a (calculated via Equation 7 and

using the parameter set shown in Table II) determined in this study
(symbols as indicated in legend) are close to the (ideal) diagonal line,
indicating a good quality of the performed fit. To compare the present
kinetic parameters with the kinetic COR parameter set published by
Gu et al., im

COR is calculated as function of potential and of wloss via
Equation 7. A parameter set for wloss, used for the calculations is de-
termined from Figure 8b (it re-plots the wloss vs. potential data shown
in Figure 7 at RH = 1.00). In the experiments performed here, each
potential was held for 30 s resulting in a gradually increasing accumu-
lated carbon loss. This is reflected in the multiple data points at each
potential in Figure 8b. In order to calculate COR rates utilizing Gu’s
model parameters and utilizing the kinetic parameters determined in
this study for a direct comparison (both parameter sets shown in Ta-
ble II), the topmost data point of wloss at each potential shown in
Figure 8b is utilized. As already apparent from the above discussed
difference in Tafel slopes, the projection based on the kinetic COR
parameters published by Gu et al.16 does not follow the trend of the
experimental COR rates measured here (cf., gray line vs. red squares).
At 1.5 VRHE, the currents projected with Gu’s parameters are ≈ 3-fold
higher than currents projected with our data set. This is relevant to
SUSD, since a potential E ≈ 1.5 VRHE is expected to occur during
SUSD on the cathode.

Because of the above described discrepancies in the COR kinet-
ics published by Gu et al. and those determined in this study (cf.,
Table II), the initially shown SUSD model results were re-calculated
using the parameter set for the COR determined in this study. In anal-
ogy to Figure 1, the predicted COR currents and the fractions χCOR

of the total SUSD current that go into the COR are shown in Fig-
ure 9a. Apparently, when using the COR kinetics determined in this
study, the predicted COR current during SUSD at each H2/airanode

front position is ≈ 1/3 of that predicted when using the data by Gu
et al.17 (compare upper panels of Figure 9a and Figure 1b). Interest-
ingly, the lower COR kinetics compared to Gu’s data trigger a shift
of χCOR toward lower values, while – also with the here determined
COR kinetics in any predicted case – the fraction of SUSD current
going into COR remains >0.75 (Figure 9a lower panel). Figure 9b

shows the re-calculated SUSD model (full line), the SUSD model
shown above (dash-dotted line from Figure 5a, but divided by 3) and,
for reference, the experimentally determined SUSD degradation rates
at 1500 mA · cm−2, as already shown in Figure 5b (upward pointing
triangles). Except for the ≈ 3-fold difference in the COR current den-
sities between the initially presented model (Figure 5a) and the model
with here determined COR kinetics, the trend of the COR current
density vs. RH is similar and, furthermore, in excellent qualitative
agreement with the experimentally determined RH dependence of the
SUSD degradation rates (a factor of ≈ 3 between RH = 0.25 and
RH = 1.00). While a conclusive explanation for the different COR
kinetics reported by Gu et al.17 and those determined in this study
cannot be given at this point, one experimental difference could be the
exact carbon material used in each study (this study: high surface area
carbon; further details proprietary to W. L. Gore GmbH). However,
even considering the different values for the COR kinetic parameters
i00 and α, the relative trends of predicted SUSD currents using either
parameter set allows for a good qualitative agreement with experi-
mental data. This, together with the COR experiments carried out in
this study, allows to establish that the COR reaction order with respect
to RH is unity.

Implication of the temperature and RH dependence of the SUSD
degradation rates.—Assuming that RH and temperature act indepen-
dently on SUSD induced damage as well as considering our previous
findings on the temperature dependence of the SUSD performance de-
cay (cf., Equation 7), one would project an ≈ 40-fold lower SUSD in-
duced performance degradation at high current densities, when SUSD
events with conventional high surface area carbon supported MEAs
occur at low temperature and low RH (5◦C, RH = 0.25) compared to
the conventional reference conditions of high temperature and high
RH (80◦C, RH = 1.00). This can be seen in Figure 10, where we com-
bined data from our previous study on the temperature dependence
of the SUSD degradation9 with the findings on the RH dependence
of the SUSD degradation in the present study. It is noteworthy that a
membrane and ionomer hydration corresponding to RH = 0.25 refer-
enced to 5◦C may be achieved in reality rather by a controlled drying
procedure when shutting down a hot PEMFC stack from conditions
of operation. As explained by Tajiri et al.,34 this hydration state can
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Figure 10. Improvement factor for SUSD degradation rates determined at
1500 mA · cm−2, measured with conventional high surface area carbon sup-
ports as function of temperature (T. Mittermeier et al.)9 and as function of RH
(this study). Projection based on multiplication of both effects.

be expected to stay almost constant when gas supply is shut off, lead-
ing to a situation equivalent to equilibrating the PEMFC at 5◦C and
RH = 0.25.

Conclusions

In this study, we demonstrate the significant impact of relative
humidity (RH) during H2/airanode front induced start-up/shut-down
(SUSD) events on the performance degradation of PEMFCs via
diagnostic polarization curves. For the employed membrane elec-
trode assemblies (MEAs) with electrodes based on at Pt/C catalyst
with a conventional high surface area carbon support, a factor of
≈ 3 in lower SUSD induced performance decay rate (expressed as
mV · cycle−1 · s−1) was found when reducing the relative humidity
from RH = 1.00 to 0.25 at 80◦C during SUSD events. This experi-
mentally determined factor is rather consistent with literature data and
in excellent agreement with our model predicted factor of ≈ 3, after
utilizing COR kinetics for the model, which were determined in the
present study.

The carbon oxidation reaction order with respect to relative hu-
midity (γCOR) used in our model was experimentally determined in
half-cell experiments with the same MEAs by on-line exhaust gas
analysis, yielding a value of γCOR = 1. Combining the results of the
present study with previous results,9 one would project an ≈ 40-fold
lower SUSD induced performance degradation, when SUSD events
with conventional high surface area carbon supported MEAs occur at
low temperature and low RH (5◦C, RH = 0.25) compared to the con-
ventional reference conditions of high temperature and RH (80◦C, RH
= 1.00). These findings underline the strong interaction between fuel
cell operation conditions and degradation behavior of fuel cell mate-
rials. Therefore, an optimized interplay of fuel cell system engineers
and material scientists is necessary in order to coherently adjust op-
eration strategies and material selections for a successful commercial
mass production of FCEVs.
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